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Übungsaufgaben

1. Aufgabe
Pascal’s Theorem can be generalized to include cases where some of the 6
points merge. For example, two adjacent points can merge to give a single point.
If the hexagon is named 012345, and 01 merge into a single point 0, then the
line 01 is replaced by the tangent to the conic at point 0. In this case Pascal’s
theorem is:

If a simple pentagon is inscribed in a conic, then the tangent at
one of its vertices meets the side opposite this vertex in a point
collinear with the points of intersection of the other two pairs of
non-consecutive sides.

Other versions include:

If a simple quadrangle is inscribed in a conic, then the tangents
at opposite vertices of the quadrangle intersect in a point which is
collinear with the points of intersection of the two pairs of opposite
sides of the quadrangle.

Finally:

If a triangle is inscribed in a conic, then the tangents at the vertices
meet the opposite sides in collinear points.

Draw sketches corresponding to these special cases.

2. Aufgabe

• State the dual form of Pascal’s Theorem. This is known as Brianchon’s
Theorem, and it is noteworthy that it waited almost 200 years after Pas-
cal’s Theorem to be stated and proved.

• Dualize the alternative versions of Pascal’s Theorem given above, and
sketch them.

• Dualize Pappus’s Theorem, and sketch it.



3. Aufgabe
Given 6 points on a conic, in how many ways can these points can be assigned
labels 012345? How many of these labelings give distinct Pascal lines?

Hausaufgaben

1. Aufgabe (4 Punkte)
Given the 5 points A = (0, 0, 1), B = (4, 0, 1), C = (4, 4, 1), D = (0, 4, 1), E =
(1, 2, 1) ∈ P 2(R).

• On a separate sheet of paper, sketch the five points (can be approximate).

• Give directions to find a sixth point lying on the conic ABCDE. Label
the sketch as required to match the directions.

• Construct a total of 5 further points lying on the conic (and on the paper!),
using the directions to carry out the construction. Use a ruler (Lineal) for
this construction work.

• Optional: Find the quadratic form corresponding to the conic ABCDE.

2. Aufgabe (6 Punkte)
Projective generation of the unit circle Given the conic C defined by
x2 + y2 − z2 = 0 in P 2(R), and the two points A = (1, 0, 1) and B = (0,−1, 1)
lying on C. Then C induces a projectivity λ on the pencils A and B. In this
exercise you will investigate how to calculate this projectivity. Notation: Define
the extended real line R̂ := R ∪∞. Establish the following:

• The line pencil A can be parametrized as [0, 1, 0] + t[−1, 0, 1] for t ∈ R̂.

• The line pencil B can be parametrized as [1, 0, 0] + t′[0, 1, 1] for t′ ∈ R̂.

• The line AB is a member of both pencils. Find tAB such that A(tAB) =
AB and t′AB such that B(t′AB) = AB.

• Define tt to be the value of t such that A(t) is the tangent line at A, and t′t
to be the value of t′ such that B(t′) is the tangent line at B. Then define
a map

λ(t) =

 t′t if t = tAB

t′AB it t = tt
t′such that A(t) ∩B(t′) ∈ C otherwise


Show λ is a bijection R̂ → R̂.

• Find λ(tAB), λ−1(t′AB) and λ(0).



• A projectivity of P 1(R)is determined by 3 values. Use the 3 values just
calculated to find a, b, c, d such that λ(t) = t′ = at+b

ct+d .

• Verify this result is correct by showing that P (t) := A(t)∩B(λ(t)) lies on
C.

3. Aufgabe (2 Punkte)
Dualizing the conic Let C be as in the previous exercise. Given the two lines
a = [1, 0, 1] and b = [0,−1, 1]. Use duality to apply the result of the previous
exercise to this situation. Sketch the result showing how the unit circle can be
constructed (dually) as the joining lines of projective pairs of the two lines a
and b.

4. Aufgabe (4 Punkte)
Pascal’s Theorem

• Let Q be a quadrangle inscribed in a conic C. Prove that the intersection
points of opposite sides of Q are collinear with the intersection points of
the tangents at opposite vertices of the quadrangle.

• Given an inscribed polygon in a conic, the associated circumscribed poly-
gon is defined to be the polygon whose sides are the tangents at the vertices
of the given inscribed polygon, and whose vertices are the intersections of
these consecutive sides. Given an inscribed hexagon H in a conic C, prove
that the Brianchon point of the circumscribed hexagon associated to H,
is the polar point of the Pascal line of H.

• Optional: Prove that if the hexagon a1a2a3a4a5a6 is circumscribed on a
conic, then the points a1a3, a3a5, a5a1, a2a4, a4a6, a6a2 lie on a conic.

Gesamtpunktzahl: 16


